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INTERNATIONAL MEDIA SUPPORTING ISLAMIC TERRORISM BY MISNOMER

CNN, FOX NEWS &c. are state-within-state compounds that grossly misstate REALITY. Here is
a CLEAR AND PRESENT instance that cannot be denied.
The images below clearly show Secretary Kerry today repeatedly referring to the Islamic State as
"#" (DASH) and accusing the same of GENOCIDE.
Yet, in rendering the same as news, the Media knowingly and intentionally MISSTATES the
official reference labelling # as "ISIS". In doing so, the media WILLINGLY AND INTENTIONALLY
lends itself as an instrument to propagate a GROSS ERROR that confers religious LEGITIMACY
on and amplifies the magical-religious power of a group of ILLEGITIMATE OUTLAWS that would
otherwise be incapable of sustaining retaliatory action by the International Community.
In our article "STOP CALLING THEM ISIS AND THEIR POWER IS GONE" (see link below) we
explained how calling a terrorist organisation by a holy name is WRONG insofar as it invests that
organisation with a Godly vibration and it transfers the WAR on the magical-religious level which
is superior to the military or political level insofar as the spiritual force causes material
manifestations.
This is what happened in 1948 with the State of ISRAEL when the Sacrosanct Name "ISRAEL"
was misapplied to define a political construct instead of GOD'S CHOSEN PEOPLE. Many
inhabitants of the State of Israel (orthodox Jews), not to mention worldwide Jewry, do not
recognize the State thus named, and they deem it a blasphemy and a degradation of the sanctity
of the People of Israel as the Keeper of GOD'S LAW, THE TEN COMMANDMENTS. However,
through abuse of the Power of the Science and Number preserved in the Qabbalistic Tradition,
the State of Israel managed to survive and rule the world against which, since its inception, it has
waged an incessant war on the magical-religious level.
Exactly 66 years after the foundation of the State of Israel, in the spring of 2014, the Islamic
State of Iraq, Syria and the Levant was proclaimed and was soon "baptized" by the media as
"ISIS". This acronym appears to have been coined out of the STUPID premise that "Isis" is
Egyptian, and that, according to Sacred Writ, Israel vanquished Egypt and so, Israel is going to
defeat "Isis".
The problem with this is that the Islamic State is SYMMETRICAL IN TIME to the State of Israel
and it SUCCEEDS TO IT IN TIME. While the former was the formulation of the Black Sun 666
(IS-RA-EL) the latter is the formulation of the Black Moon 999 (IS-IL). Using the Sacred Science
of Time and Number, we explain the esoteric background of this scheme in our book "Gates of
Time Windows of Opportunity" (2015) of which you can read free extracts
here bit.ly/1JwPGJq This complicates very much the use of the "Israel vs. Egypt" ritual scheme.
Return into the past is impossible and so calling the enemy "Isis" is not going to resuscitate
Moses to confront it. SYMMETRY will NOT SERVE to defeat the Islamic State. This is what
Israeli politicians guided by their "hachams" do not seem to understand, and we see the media,

especially US Media obediently proclaiming a "magic word" (ISIS) that will not demonize the
enemy, on the contrary it will strengthen it.
The story of Isis is that of the Mother Goddess who goes around gathering the pieces of the
dismembered body of her husband Osiris (killed by Seth) - all apart from the penis which, of
course, stands for the State of Israel. Thus identifying the Islamic State with "Isis" would, in the
view of Israeli wise-ones ensure the survival of the State of Israel passing through the midst of an
Islamic Sea (The Red Sea) of fire and brimstone.
But the real threat to the State of Israel is not the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant. It is the
Islamic Republic of Iran which now has the means to carry out its "promise" to destroy the State
of Israel and is evidently intent on doing it.
The Military, Secret Services (with the notable exception of the CIA so far) and Public Officials of
the U.S. and its main EU Allies are consistently referring to the Islamic State as "#" or "ISIL" and
so define the enemy as political and military NOT as religious. In this they are right, it's not their
job to fight the Spiritual Wars.
By contrast, many reputable Media "giants", some of them financed by prominent Oriental
sources, refuse to adapt their denominations to the "official version" and have now crossed the
line by OPENLY MISSTATING the words of the US State Secretary and pretending to be BLIND
to an ESSENTIAL DIFFERENCE. Their job is to inform not to misinform, and by doing what they
are doing the media is BETRAYING their clients - the people who are watching, reading, hearing
ISIS, ISIS, ISIS all the time.
It is the VIBRATION that CAUSES DEFEAT by SPIRITUAL MEANS BEFORE IT EVER
ATTEMPTS ANYTHING ON THE PHYSICAL PLANE. IT IS THE VIBRATION THAT LEADS TO
"KAMIKAZE" SELF-SACRIFICE - SUICIDE BOMBERS, SUICIDE PILOTS - AND IMPETUS
WHICH, AS HISTORY SHOWS, COULD ONLY BE STOPPED BY THE ATOMIC BOMBS ON
HIROSHIMA AND NAGASAKI.
So unless the Goverment acts to deter the FREE MEDIA from propagating the vibration of "ISIS"
instead of "ISIL" or "#", WE SHALL SOON SEE FREEDOM TURN INTO SLAVERY and the
Black Moon 999 - Black Sun 666 Royal Pair manifest again in the form of Hillary and Bill Clinton
back in the White House.
http://oanganga.com/files/220789/stop-calling-them-isis.pdf
http://edition.cnn.com/…/…/playlists/the-fight-against-isis/ …

